No.F.3 (171)/FSL/CTB/Misc. PWD Civil/17-18

Sub.: Providing providing and placing furniture in waiting area of FSL in Ground Floor of Forensic Science Laboratory, Rohini, Delhi.

Sir,

Kindly refer to your Preliminary estimate no. 23 (estimate)/EE/PWD/NW/B-1/1235-H dated 22/03/2018 amounting to ₹ 3,11,050/- for providing and placing furniture in waiting area of FSL in Ground Floor of FSL Rohini, Delhi.

In this regard, I am directed to convey herewith the Administrative Approval and Expenditure Authorization of the Competent Authority of ₹ 3,11,050/- (three lakh eleven thousand fifty only) on account of providing and placing furniture in waiting area of FSL in Ground Floor of Forensic Science Laboratory, Building, Madhuban Chowk, Sec-14, Rohini, Delhi. It is requested to take necessary action at the earliest.

The expenditure will be debitable to the “MH 405500212900042” Delhi Forensic Science Laboratory under Demand No. 11 for the current financial year 2017-18.

Yours Faithfully

(SRI NARAIN)
HOO:FSL
Dated: 28-1-18

No.F.3 (171)/FSL/CTB/Misc. PWD Civil/17-18

Copy for information and necessary action to:
1. AG Audit (Delhi)/AGCR Building, I.P. Estate, New Delhi.
2. Controller of Accounts, Directorate of Audit, GNCT of Delhi, Delhi Seectt, Delhi.
3. P.S. to Addl. Secretary, Home-III, GNCT of Delhi, Delhi Seectt, Delhi.
4. Engineer in Chief (PWD), 12th Floor, MSO Building, ITO, New Delhi.
5. Director (Works), PWD, MSO Building, ITO, New Delhi.
6. Assistant Engineer, NW-I, PWD, FSL Building, Sector-14, Rohini, Delhi-110085.
7. Account officer, FSL, Sector-14, Rohini, Delhi-110085.
8. P.S to Director, FSL, Sector-14, Rohini, Delhi-110085.

Gto Mr. Ramanath
1. Pr CE(m)
2. CE (N) M
The Executive Engineer,
PWD Division North-West B-1,
SU-Block, Pitampura, Delhi.
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